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Originally produced to accompany a lecture series hosted by the University of Hong Kong's Department of Architecture,

Erdman's introductions are reinterpreted as a collection of essays addressing the work of eighteen designers and thinkers

The book's sections correspond with three themes, ultimately weaving together a narrative, which addresses the speed and

flow of cultural production; informality, the informational, and form; and how architects contextualise each project within their

own practice and the discipline at large

Featured practitioners include Hernan Diaz Alonso, Donald L. Bates, Andrew Bromberg, Yung Ho Chang, Neil Denari, Toyo Ito,

Kengo Kuma, Paul Lewis, Takashi Murakami, Albert Pope, Wolf D. Prix, Ali Rahim, Hani Rashid, Jesse Reiser, Jonathan Solomon,

Michael Speaks, Sarah Whiting, and Michael Young

Introducing—a collection of eighteen short essays developed by designer and educator David Erdman — suggests that short-form

writing might serve as the proper vehicle for architectural discourse to flourish in the 21st century. Speculating that concise pieces of

information attributed to the blogging and tweeting generation of architects is the contemporary format for the delivery of critical

discourse, Erdman uses his essays to illustrate how an iterative approach to short-form writing might be the most efficient way for

architecture to open new critical dialogues. This book further suggests that discourse is no longer (and will not be in the near future)

delivered in extended, holistic polemical packages. Instead, Erdman posits that precise, undiluted snippets of discourse, which can be

formed into broader strains of thinking by the user, or audience, that simulate an “open source” information platform that is adept to

the contemporary subject and architectural discipline, would be more suitable.

David Erdman is Chair of the Department of Graduate Architecture & Urban Design at Pratt Institute's School of Architecture, and

he is a Rome Prize Fellow. He co-founded davidclovers in 2007, where he oversaw and designed over 20 completed projects in Hong

Kong and elsewhere prior to repatriating in 2016. He had earlier co-founded servo in 1999, where he oversaw and designed projects in

Los Angeles until 2006.
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